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“ANTHONY”: They all have hearts. They all love and care just like every other one of you. 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE JOURNALIST: The survivor of last weekend's deadly mass shooting
at a nightclub in Colorado Springs speaks out. 

“ANTHONY”: We're just spreading the love, that's all. Saying we may be hurt, broken and down
right now, but we will be strong again. 

GAYLE KING: I love the optimism there. But I'm so sick of these stories and so sick of always
saying we're going to be strong and pray. It's just — it's a lot always.

TONY DOKOUPIL: Yeah.

NATE BURLESON: Yeah. We have difficult stories. 

DOKOUPIL: You love the optimism but you wish it weren't necessary.

KING: No.

BURLESON: Of course and we’ll touch on that in a little bit.

(....)

7:11:56 a.m.
2 minutes and 30 seconds [1 minute on suspect]

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Shooting Suspect Faces Judge Today; Colorado Suspect Faces
Possible Hate Crime in Gay Nightclub Shooting]

BURLESON: Turning now to that deadly Colorado nightclub shooting. The suspect will appear
in court by video for the first time today. Five people were killed in Saturday's massacre, and
nearly 20 injured. The alleged shooter's attorneys say their client identifies as nonbinary and uses
they/them pronouns. Janet Shamlian is in Colorado Springs for us. Janet, good morning. 

JANET SHAMLIAN: Nate, good morning to you. There have been few details about the suspect
in this case until now, and now we may know why. As court records indicate, they did not grow
up as Anderson Lee Aldrich, following a very tumultuous past. The person suspected of killing
five people inside Club Q was born with the name Nicholas Brink. Court records show at 15,
they petitioned to change the name to Anderson Lee Aldrich, stating they didn't want to be
connected to their father who had a criminal history. The change happened months after they



were allegedly viciously bullied online. The suspect's past coming into focus as we learn more
about what happened inside Club Q Saturday night. 

JERECHO LOVEALL: I was shot through and through on my leg right in front of my shin. 

SHAMLIAN: Jerecho Loveall was there and hurried to help others despite his injury. 

LOVEALL: There was another patron that had found regs, and I had taken a stack and started
handing them to the people that were physically injured and you could physically see bleeding. 

SHAMLIAN: Loveall was devastated to learn his friends, bartenders Derrick Rump and Danielle
Aston, didn't survive. 

LOVEALL: They were very protective. Saturday night showed that they put everything on the
line to make sure the people that came in that bar were safe. 

SHAMLIAN: For Loveall, the physical wounds are evident. It's those unseen that are hard to
process. [TO LOVEALL] Will you if back if Club Q reopens? 

LOVEALL: Yes. I can't — I will not allow these people to win by striking enough fear in who I
am and who we are as a community to stop us from being proud. If I allow them to keep me from
a place that was my home for so long, that means they win. And I cannot allow that. 

SHAMLIAN: We're now learning more about Richard Fierro and Thomas James, the two
credited with taking the shooter down. The Navy says that James is enlisted, he is stationed here
in Colorado Springs. And this morning, he's in stable condition in the hospital. Fierro is the
Army veteran who humbly said he wishes he could have done more. Gayle? 

KING: Yeah. He's the only one that says he's not a hero. Grateful to both of them and that they're
alive. Thank you, Janet.


